**DRIVING ASSESSMENT**

Enjoy the benefits of an advanced interactive driving simulator to enhance driver assessment and evaluation. The **WT-2000 Driving Simulator System** simulators, featuring the **STISIM Drive™** Interactive Driving Software System can test and measure reaction time, divided attention, maintained lane position, accident avoidance plus many other important driving parameters.

These versatile systems provide a full-color ‘virtual’ world with all the sights and sounds of a real driving experience – even a ‘virtual’ rear-view mirror! During your ‘virtual’ drive you can turn corners, change lanes, speed-up, slow-down, stop and start – all the things you do in a real car.

Use our standard driving scenarios or make your own using *user-friendly Scenario Definition Language*. During every drive, the WT-2000 Driving Simulator System measures and monitors driving performance, and provides a detailed, printable Driving Summary Report. And our exclusive *replay feature* can store and ‘re-run’ each scenario exactly as it was driven.

Consoles are available in both car and truck configurations and have fully interactive steering, throttle and brake action, turn signals and horn.

These ready-to-drive systems include a rugged all-steel console, PC-based computer system and interactive driving software, driving display monitor and operator’s monitor and Technical Manual (html). Options include functional gauges, floor-mounted shifter, handicapped driving controls, wheelchair accessible configuration and video projector systems.

**Model WT-2000 Driving Simulator System™** - shown with driving display monitor and optional floor-mounted shifter.